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Mr. Chairperson. 

Since this Working Group came into being, indigenous peoples of the Chittagong Hill 
Tracts in Bangladesh have regularly spoken about the conflict that has enveloped our 
region for many decades. Yesterday, two of my colleagues spoke about the CHT 
Accord of 1997 and shared our concerns over non-implementation of many crucial 
provisions of the agreement. A just and meaningful peace has not returned to our 
lands; the military remain there despite provisions to the contrary in the Accord, and 
non-indigenous settlers continue to illegally and forcefully occupy our lands with the 
support of the government and the state military. 

We have tried to take our case over non-implementation to many forums, within 
Bangladesh and outside, and have found, to our bitter experience, that there are no 
effective forums to help implement the Accord. We have found no "sticks" to induce 
implementation. We have also tried to see if we could help influence the flow of 
"carrots' 1, by way of trade, aid and other trade and developmental benefits, to 
encourage and induce implementation. We have perhaps received some results this 
way, but very limited. We therefore feel that it is worthwhile to look not just at sticks, 
but at carrots, which go beyond just trade sanctions. 

After the signing of the Accord, the government, with the help of bilateral and 
multilateral development-related institutions, has taken up some development projects 
and programmes. Where these were implemented with our free, prior and informed 
consent, they went some way in undoing some of the wrongs of the past. But other 
projects taken without our consent have done more harm than good to our peoples. 
Therefore, narrowly-constructed developmental and "reconstructionist" packages can 
be insufficient to bring in lasting peace unless they address the core issues of 
indigenous identity, our j uridical rights, land and territorial rights, and most 
importantly, multi-ethnic policing. The national police have failed to protect the lives 
and property of our peoples, and this is largely because it is composed solely of non-
indigenous people as we have seen in the case of the Mahalchan incident of 26 
August, 2003, referred to by my CHT colleagues yesterday. And this is contrary to the 
CKT Accord of 1997, which provides for multi-ethnic police force to be appointed by 
the indigenous majority hill district councils. 



We have, therefore looked with interest at the analysis of existing conflict resolution 
mechanisms at national and international levels, and suggestions regarding future 
bodies, such as those contained in the paper submitted by Chairperson Martinez to 
this Working Group. We strongiy support the proposal to make Conflict Resolution a 
regular agenda item of this Working Group, and also agree with the idea of holding 
seminars, under UN auspices, on "Conflict Resolution" and on "Treaties, Agreements 
and Other Constructive Arrangements'". However, since a very large number of 
violent conflicts are happening in Asia, and concern intra-state peace and autonomy 
agreements, we feel that it is important to have a large focus on Asia, and a large 
focus on such intra-state political arrangements, that are somewhat different from 
treaties between states and indigenous peoples, such as in North America, that are 
more substantively matters of international law. 

Lastly, learning from the experiences in the Chittagong Hill Tracts, nearby Northeast 
India and upper Burma, we stress on the importance of also encouraging mechanisms 
and processes to help negotiation processes. It is perhaps here that the good office of 
the UN Special Rappoerteur Stavenhagen could be utlized more extensively. Given 
his wide experience on conflicts involving indigenous peoples in different parts of the 
world, we would like to hope that he will be a strong part of a future process leading 
to the holding of the seminars proposed by Chairperson Martinez, and we would also 
like to hope that the wisdom and experience of Madame Erica Daez and Dr. Martinez 
Cobo would also be with us, including in forming more concrete proposals of future 
conflict resolution mechanisms at national and international levels. 


